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Echt

review
Christoph Scheuring’s experience as a journalist shines through in
this gritty, well-researched mystery story.
Seventeen-year-old Albert spends all his free time at Hamburg
Central Station, taking pictures of farewells. In his mind, these are the
moments when people are more true to themselves than at any other
time. It is there that he meets and falls in love with Kati, a girl who has
by Christoph Scheuring

run away from home and now lives on the streets. Kati is fascinated
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by his pictures, especially by his favourite, which shows a girl with a
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‘Realistic, tough, but heartwarming.’ – Buchkultur
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Christoph Scheuring has written for many important German
newspapers and magazines such as Der Spiegel and Die Zeit. Real,
his first Young Adult novel, was inspired by street kids he met while
researching one of his articles.
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